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Background & Aim: Shared decision making belongs to the continuum between the two
decision-making paradigms of the paternalistic perspective and the client’s complete
independence. Various interventions, including the Question Prompt List have been
developed to facilitate patients’ participation in counseling. This study aims to investigate
the effects of question prompt list on shared decision making among cancer patients.
Methods & Materials: For this study, the researchers performed a systematic review of
the manuscripts available in Embase, PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science databases
which were published until January 2021. And then, the eligible studies investigating the
effect of question prompt list on shared decision making were included in the study. The
quality of the studies was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias tool.
Results: Two eligible papers were included in the study, and it was reported that question
prompt list was provided before the patients’ consultation with the physician. Both studies
have used OPTION 12 to measure shared decision making. The two articles reported that
patient communication aid and question prompt list had no significant effect on improving
shared decision making through OPTION 12.
Conclusion: The findings of this systematic review could not confirm the impact of using
question prompt list on shared decision making. more preliminary studies are needed to
answer the question expressed by this systematic review study.
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Introduction
Decision-making, in chronic diseases
like cancer, is influenced by several factors,
including the treatments' efficacy and safety,
the cost, and the desirability of the
treatments. Shared Decision Making (SDM)
is a means to keep a balance between these
factors considering patients’ values and
preferences and the healthcare providers'
recommendations (1). SDM belongs to the
decision-making spectrum between the
paternalistic perspective and the client’s
complete independence (2). It is

characterized by the following four features:
1) there are at least two people involved in
the process (the client and healthcare
providers); 2) some information is shared
between the client and the healthcare team;
3) preferences are expressed, and finally 4)
both parties reach an agreement (3). In fact,
SDM is not just about providing evidencebased information and expressing the
advantages and drawbacks of the treatments;
it means that patients’ preferences and
values must be taken into account while
choosing the appropriate treatment. SDM
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can lead to the strengthening of patients’
responsibility for care and treatment,
promotion of adherence to treatment,
reduction of medical errors and treatment
costs, improvement of patients’ self-control,
enhancement of the quality of care,
improvement of treatment outcomes, and
improvement of patients’ satisfaction,
understanding and confidence in decision
making. It can also reflect patient-centered
care (2,4). Various interventions, including
QPL, have been developed to facilitate
patients’ participation in consultation (5).
Although the value of patient decision aids
(of which the QPL is one form of them) is
known in healthcare services, they have yet to
be used in routine care (4).
QPL refers to a method for asking
questions which are based on evidence and
includes an organized list of questions that
the patients may express to healthcare
providers (6,7). It is also designed in order to
help patients obtain the information pertinent
to their personal needs at their own level
(6).The purpose of the QPL is to support
clients to obtain information according to
their diagnosis and treatment, to express
concerns, to enhance the relationship between
the client and the healthcare team, to promote
participation, and to potentially increase
SDM during counseling sessions. If the data
show that QPL is effective, it can be
considered as a useful tool for asking
questions and promoting participation (8).
Although several preliminary studies have
been conducted on the impact of QPL, there
are only limited studies investigating the
impact of QPL on SDM. Previous studies
have examined the effect of QPL on a variety
of variables. For example, Lim et al.
mentioned the reduction of the level of
anxiety (9), Shirai et al. assessed the number
of questions asked during the consultation
(10), and Kidd et al. mentioned an increase in
self-confidence to ask questions (11). Various
review studies have been conducted to help
patients in decision-making (7,12–14).
Dimoska et al. examined the effect of the
QPL on the number of questions asked by
cancer patients (7). Besides, Henselmans et
al. conducted a systematic review study to
180

investigate the interventions that affect the
cancer patients’ participation in consultations;
they also included QPL in the list of
interventions to be reviewed (13). Spiegle et
al. have also reported interventions that help
cancer patients to make decisions (12).
Besides, Van der Meulen et al. examined
interventions that lead to recall medical
information and claimed that QPL is one of
those interventions (14). Reviewing these
studies showed that only a few studies have
examined the effect of QPL on SDM and
they have not answered the question posed
within the present study “does QPL affect
SDM in cancer patients”. Therefore, this
systematic review aims to collect and
integrate data from previous studies and
achieve the results with higher-level
evidence.
Methods
Protocol and registration
The study protocol is registered in
PROSPERO (no. CRD42020119774) and
is available on:
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/di
splay_record.php?ID=CRD42020119774.
Ethics approval
This study has been approved by the
ethics committee of Tehran University of
Medical Sciences with a number of
IR.TUMS.VCR.REC.1398.174.
Eligibility criteria
Based on PICO (Population, Intervention,
Comparison, and Outcome), the present study
sought to investigate whether the effects of
QPL (Intervention) on SDM (Outcome)
among cancer patients (Population) as
compared to routine care (Comparison).
Randomized Controlled Trial and NonRandomized Controlled Trial papers were
included in the study. QPL intervention was
used alone or in combination with other
interventions, and shared decision making
had been measured. These articles were
peer-reviewed either in Persian or English,
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which were published before 27 January
2021. The samples included people 18
years old and over who were diagnosed
with cancer (any type of cancer and at any
stage). The following exclusion criteria
were taken into account for the present
systematic review study: studies that did
not belong to randomized or nonrandomized clinical trials, studies that were
not published in peer-reviewed journals,
and studies whose samples patients were
under 18 years of age.
Information sources
Given that the researchers needed to
become familiar with previous researches
and set the necessary criteria, a preliminary
review with a comprehensive strategy
formula was performed using the following
expressions: “shared decision making,”
“Question Prompt List,” and “cancer.” The
Persian articles were searched on SID,
Irandoc, Magiran, and Google Scholar
databases using Persian equivalents of the
English keywords. The English articles were
searched from Embase, PubMed, Scopus,
and Web of Science databases using the
appropriate keywords. The following
paragraph contains the search syntax for the
Embase database. Two researchers (ZY and
RN) wrote the search strategy in terms of
PICO
(Population,
Intervention,
Comparison, and Outcome).
Search strategy
((cancer OR oncology OR neoplas* OR
malignan*) AND (question prompt list OR
question prompt sheet OR prompt list OR
prompt sheet) AND (patient participation
OR consumer participation OR patient
involvement OR consumer involvement OR
patient
engagement
OR
consumer
engagement))
The most effective terms which helped
identify the related studies included
"question prompt list," "question prompt
sheet," and "patient participation." These
terms were used to search for related articles
(gray literature) on Google, Google Scholar,
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and the clinical trials which are registered in
other countries on the World Health
Organization website (15). Moreover, the
snowballing technique was used i.e., the
references and citation searches in similar
studies were examined in terms of
competency criteria. PRISMA flow diagram
was also used to report the text search and
review process.
Study selection
Two researchers (SR & ZY) separately
screened the titles and abstracts of the
searched articles. And then, they screened the
entire content of the selected articles. If there
was a disagreement at any stage, the two
researchers would argue with each other; and
in case the disagreement was not resolved,
the third researcher (RN) would be
considered as the consultant.
Data collection process
The two researchers (ZY & SR)
separately extracted the data from the articles
based on the data extraction form and
discussed over any disagreements; if
necessary, the help of the third researcher
(RN) was sought. To extract the data, the
researchers used a checklist consisting of
authors’ name, the title of the article, year of
publication, country, language, type, and
quality of the article, participants’
characteristics (number, age, and gender),
measurement tools used for SDM variable,
interventions, outcome (s), mean, standard
deviation, P-value and effect size. If any part
of the data was reported incomplete or it was
a protocol study, we contacted the
corresponding authors to seek the missing
information.
Assessment of methodological quality
The quality of the studies was assessed
using the Cochrane risk of bias tool. This tool
examines the bias in randomized clinical
trials (RCTs) as a judgment (high, low, or
unclear) for individual elements from five
domains (selection, performance, attrition,
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reporting, and other). The studies were
classified into three categories of good, fair,
and poor in terms of quality. Good quality
studies have low bias scores for all five
domains. If any study reported high bias for
one of the dimensions or uncertain bias for
two or more dimensions, and assessment
revealed that it was unlikely to have biased
the outcome, it was considered a fair-quality
study. Otherwise, the study was considered a
poor-quality study. The quality of the studies
was assessed separately by two researchers
(ZY & SR). Besides, the probable
disagreements were resolved through
discussion and/or using the third researcher's
views (RN).

Synthesis of results
The narrative synthesis approach was
used to synthesize the findings of the studies.
The results were discussed and the summary
of the studies was reported narratively.
Results
Study selection
Figure 1 shows the search results. 342
documents were obtained using the search
strategy in electronic resources (Embase: 76,
PubMed: 71, Scopus: 51, and Web of
Science: 144), but 97 were duplicated and
deleted.

342 records identified through database searching and other sources
(Embase: 76, PubMed: 71, Scopus: 51, Web of Science: 144)

97 duplicate records excluded

245 records screened by title and abstract

221 records excluded mainly due to
the non-use of QPL and study
design

24 records screened by full text
22 records excluded mainly due to
differences in the measured variable
(ie SDM).

2 records included in the review
Figure 1. Study ﬂow diagram

The titles and abstracts of 245 documents
were screened in terms of criteria; 24 articles
were eligible for the full-text screening (Table
182

1) and only 2 articles were eligible in terms of
the objectives and criteria of the present study
(Table 2) (16,17). Table 1 provides a brief
Nursing Practice Today. 2021;8(3):179-193
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description of the 22 articles which were
excluded because these studies mainly
investigated different variables other than
SDM. In the gray literature, only one study
related to the objectives of the present
research was found, which is still under study

by some researchers who are also involved in
the current review study, and the results have
not been published yet. This clinical trial is
registered in the Iranian Registry of Clinical
Trials (no. IRCT20190626044032N1), and
its protocol is published (18).

1

First author

Yuki Shirai
(51)

2

Josephine M.
Clayton (52)

3

Rachel A.
Rodenbach
(53)

Title

Patients’ perception of the
usefulness of a question prompt
sheet for advanced cancer
patients when deciding the
initial treatment: a randomized,
controlled trial
Physician endorsement alone
may not enhance questionasking by advanced cancer
patients during consultations
about palliative care

Publication
year

Number

Table1. 22 articles screened in the title and abstract stage

2011

Intervention(s)

Outcome variable(s)

Reasons for
excluding

QPL

Usefulness of the QPL,
satisfaction with the
consultation, Number
and contents of the
questions asked

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

2012

QPL

Promoting End-of-Life
Discussions in Advanced
Cancer: Effects of Patient
Coaching and Question Prompt
Lists

2017

QPL and coaching
patients about how to
ask question and
express concerns

4

RF Brown
(54)

Promoting patient participation
and shortening cancer
consultations: a randomised
trial

2001

QPL and physician
endorsement of the
QPL

5

R Brown
(55)

Promoting patient participation
in the cancer consultation:
evaluation of a prompt sheet
and coaching in question-asking

1999

QPL and coaching
patients

6

Josephine M.
Clayton (56)

Randomized Controlled Trial of
a Prompt List to Help
Advanced Cancer Patients and
Their Caregivers to Ask
Questions About Prognosis and
End-of-Life Care

2007

QPL and physician
endorsement of the
QPL

7

Susan Eggly
(57)

Randomized trial of a question
prompt list to increase patient
active participation during
interactions with black patients
and their oncologists

2017

QPL and coaching
patients

I.
Henselmans
(58)

A randomized controlled trial of
a skills training for oncologists
and a communication aid for
patients to stimulate shared
decision making about
palliative systemic treatment
(CHOICE): study protocol

2018

Oncologist training
about SDM,
communication aid
(include patient
education about SDM,
QPL, a value
clarification exercise)

8
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Question asking,
information preference,
preference for
involvement in decision
making, anxiety
Effects of intervention
on topics brought up,
topics of interest
identified during
coaching session, topics
of interest from
coaching session
brought up during
office visit
Question asking,
consultation length,
information needs,
recall information,
anxiety, satisfaction
Question asking,
anxiety, patient
satisfaction,
psychological
adjustment to cancer
Question asking, topics
discussed, consultation
length, information
needs, anxiety,
satisfaction,
participants' views of
the QPL
Patient perceptions of
the intervention,
interaction length,
patient active
participation, oncologist
communication, patient
role in treatment
decision, patient trust in
the oncologist
SDM, perceived
communication
efficacy by patients,
satisfaction with
communication,
perceived oncologist
empathy,
preferred/perceived

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.
SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

This was a
study
protocol and
results had
not been
published.
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decisional role, patientreported SDM, decision
evaluation, trust in the
oncologist, attitudes
towards striving for
quantity (length) or
quality of life, quality of
life, anxiety, fighting
spirit,
helplessness/hopelessne
ss,

9

Alessandro
Bottacini
(59)

The involvement of early stage
breast cancer patients during
oncology consultations in Italy:
a multi-centred, randomized
controlled trial of a question
prompt sheet versus question
listing
Addressing patients’
information needs: a first
evaluation of a question prompt
sheet in the pretreatment
consultation for patients with
esophageal cancer

10

E. M. A.
Smets (20)

11

Kim Brandes
(60)

Advanced cancer patients’ and
caregivers’ use of a Question
Prompt List

Eduardo
Bruera (19)

Breast Cancer Patient
Perception
of the Helpfulness of a Prompt
Sheet
Versus a General Information
Sheet
During Outpatient Consultation:
A Randomized, Controlled
Trial

12

2017

QPL, QL (patient selfgenerated list of
questions)

2012

QPL

2014

QPL

2003

QPL and general
information sheet

13

Phyllis
Butow (61)

Cancer Consultation
Preparation Package: Changing
Patients but Not Physicians Is
Not Enough

2004

For intervention
group: Cancer
Consultation
Preparation Package
(CCPP= QPL,
booklets on clinical
decision making and
patient rights, and an
introduction to the
clinic)
For control group:
booklet contained only
the introduction
to the clinic

14

D.
Langbecker
(62)

Development and piloting of a
brain tumor-specific question
prompt list

2012

QPL, standard
brochure about brain
tumor

2014

Two nurses have been
trained to deliver the
intervention,
which consists of two
sessions: (1) a face-toface
Meeting and (2) a
telephone booster
session.
Face-to-face meetings
include a QPL
designed for
patients and caregivers

15

184

Adam
Walczak (63)

Discussing prognosis and endof-life care in the final year of
life: a randomized controlled
trial of a nurse-led
communication support
programme for patients and
caregivers

Question asking,
satisfaction with
information, satisfaction
with the decision,
anxiety
Total number of
questions asked,
consultation length,
patients’ satisfaction,
easiness to ask
questions
Usefulness and usage of
the QPL, question
asking, content of
question asked
Patient rating of
helpfulness of the
information
package and
satisfaction,
consultation length,
number of questions
asked
Anxiety, depression,
Information and
involvement
preferences, patient and
physician perception of
information provided
and role in decision
making, patient
satisfaction with the
booklet or CCPP,
patient satisfaction with
the consultation,
information-seeking
behavior, patient and
physician satisfaction
with the decisionmaking process.
Acceptability of the
QPL or standard
brochure, feasibility of
outcome assessment
Patients’ and
caregivers’ participation
in medical
consultations, their selfefficacy in medical
encounters, quality-oflife, end-of-life care
receipt and quality-of
death indicators.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.
SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

This was a
study
protocol and
results had
not been
published.
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16

17

18

19

20

Ronald M.
Epstein (64)

Julia. C. M.
van Weert
(65)

Adam
Walczak (66)

S. Aranda
(67)

Claudia Goss
(68)

Effect of a Patient-Centered
Communication Intervention
on Oncologist-Patient
Communication, Quality of
Life,
and Health Care Utilization in
Advanced Cancer
The VOICE Randomized
Clinical Trial
Effects of communication skills
training and a Question Prompt
Sheet to improve
communication with older
cancer patients:
A randomized controlled trial

Encouraging early discussion of
life expectancy and end-of-life
care: A randomised controlled
trial of a nurse-led
communication support
program for patients and
caregivers

Impact of a novel nurse-led
prechemotherapy education
intervention (ChemoEd) on
patient distress, symptom
burden, and treatment-related
information and support
needs: results from a
randomised, controlled trial

INvolvement of breast CAncer
patients
during oncological
consultations:
a multicentre randomised
controlled
trial—the INCA study protocol
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Patient-centered
communication,
patient-physician
relationship, shared
understanding of
prognosis, QOL,
aggressive treatments
and hospice use in the
last 30 days of life

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

For nurses: webenabled videofeedback,
communication skills
training, follow-up
meeting.
For patients: booklet
including QPL

Information recall,
quality of
communication, the
number and content of
questions asked

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

2017

Communication
Support Program
including nursing
communication skills
training, QPL,
physician
endorsement of the
QPL

Communication
behavior in recorded
consultation (impact of
the intervention, other
predictors of
consultation behaviors,
consultation length),
communication selfefficacy, preferences for
information and
decision-making,
quality of life,
satisfaction with the
intervention

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

2012

ChemoEd including 3
group interventions:
intervention 1
included DVD, QPL,
self-care information,
education consultation
≥ 24 h before first
treatment, intervention
2 included
telephone follow-up
48 h after first
treatment, intervention
3 included a face-toface review
immediately before
second
treatment

Patient distress,
treatment-related
concerns, and the
prevalence and severity
of and bother caused by
six chemotherapy sideeffects

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

QPS

The number and
content of questions
asked, the unmet
information needs,
ability to cope with the
illness, patient
involvement,
satisfaction with
decisions made,
recalling and
understanding of
information,
consultation
atmosphere, perceived
patient–doctor
relationship, perceived
role preference of the
patient, consultation
length

This was a
study
protocol and
results about
SDM had not
been
published.

2017

2011

2013

Oncologists
communication
training, QPL,
coaching patients
about communication
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21

22

Martin H N
Tattersall
(69)

Chiara
Buizza (70)

Parallel multicentre randomised
trial
of a clinical trial question
prompt list
in patients considering
participation
in phase 3 cancer treatment
trials

QPL

Quality of Informed
Consent (QuIC),
anxiety,
patient satisfaction with
decision, clinical
satisfaction with the
informed consent
process
and with decision
making process

SDM hadn't
been
measured.

QPL and QL
(question listing)

Satisfaction with
decisions, ability to
cope with the illness,
shared decision making,
depression, mental and
physical disorders,
preference for
participation

The effect of
QPL and QL
on SDM had
been
measured but
there was no
control group
with routine
care to
compare.

2017

Does being accompanied make
a difference in communication
during breast cancer
consultations? Results from a
multi-centered randomized
controlled trial

2020

Study characteristics

by Henselmans et al. was RCT, and its
quality was assessed as fair quality. However,
Amundsen et al.’s study quasi-experimental,
and its quality was assessed poorly (Table 2).

Both eligible studies were published in
English. The average age range between
the two studies was 61.8 years. The study

Amun
dsen
et al.
(17)

2018

English

nonRCT

Poor

93

Review the effectiveness of QPL on
SDM
Participants of Henselmans et al.’s study
(16) included oncologists and the patients.
The oncologists were divided into two
groups: the control group (receiving routine
care) and the intervention group (receiving
186

63.6

60

Gender (%)

Male

51

49.5

Female

49

50.5

Measure

Fair

For
OPTION
12 and
4SDM
n=187
For
SDM-Q9 =163

Age (Mean)

Total sample
size

RCT

Quality

English

Type

Language

Country
Netherland

2019

Norway

Hense
lmans
et al.
(16)

Year

First author

Table 2. Characteristics of two eligible articles

OPTI
ON
12 +
SDMQ-9

OPTI
ON
12

Type of
intervention

Outcomes

Combined:
Oncologist
SDM
training+Patient
communication
aid (education
about SDM,
QPL, and value
clarification
methods
(VCMs))

Observed
SDM, patientreported SDM,
satisfaction,
decisional
conflict,
quality of life,
consultation
length, the
decision made

Combined: QPL
+ Consultation
audio record

Number and
content of
questions
asked,
observed
SDM,
anxiety/depres
sion, quality of
life

training about SDM). The patients were
allocated into 4 groups: 1) the group that did
not receive PCA (Patient Communication
Aid) but the doctors were trained, 2) the
group that received PCA but the doctors
were not trained, 3) the group that received
PCA, and their doctors were trained about
SDM, and 4) the group that did not receive
PCA and their doctors were not trained
Nursing Practice Today. 2021;8(3):179-193
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either. In this study, PCA was a paper
brochure containing QPL, education about
SDM, and Value Clarification Methods
(VCMs). QPL included organized questions
that the patients were allowed to ask their
physician. VCMs also included questions
about identifying the values in a way that the
patients could share their values and
preferences with their physicians by
answering these questions. In this study,
PCA was provided to the patients prior to
the consultation. SDM was measured from
the perspective of both the doctors and the
patients. The 12-item Observing Patient
Involvement scale (OPTION12) and the
four-step SDM instrument (4SDM) was
used to measure the observed-SDM, which
was the primary outcome of this study. It is
necessary to record counseling sessions
visually or auditory to use these two tools.
Given the physicians’ opinions during
the consultation, their conversation with the
patient is coded, and SDM is measured by
analyzing these codes. As a matter of fact,
OPTION 12 is an objective tool that assesses
the healthcare team in terms of whether they
involve patients in decisions or not;
however, it does not evaluate the patients’
perception of this involvement. Therefore,
the nine-item Shared Decision-Making
Questionnaire (SDM-Q-9) was also used to
measure SDM from the patients’
perspectives in this study. SDM-Q-9 is a
self-reporting tool that measures SDM based
on the patients’ perception during the
consultations. OPTION 12 and SDM-Q-9, if
applied together, can complement each other
and give an accurate assessment of SDM in
the study. The results measured by OPTION
12 in this study were as follows: oncologist
training was able to improve SDM (Cohen's
d = 1.12) (mean (SD) OPTION 12
score=49.4±14.19) in group 1; PCA failed to
improve SDM in group 2; the combination
of the interventions improved SDM
(Cohen's d=1.21) (mean (SD) OPTION 12
score=49.83±12.8) in group 3, but the effect
size was almost equal between group 1 and
group 3. In other words, adding PCA, which
includes QPL, had not improved SDM.
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On the other hand, the results measured
by SDM-Q-9 are reported as follows: SDM
did not improve in group 2; the intervention
was able to improve SDM (Cohen’s d=0.73)
in group 1; SDM was improved, but the
effect size did not change much (Cohen’s
d=0.83) in group 3. In other words, PCA had
fewer effects compared to oncologist
training. Overall, the reported results
indicated that SDM which was measured by
OPTION 12 and SDM-Q-9, was influenced
by oncologist training, not PCA.
Unlike Henselmans et al.’s study,
Amundsen et al. (17) only investigated the
patients who were allocated into three
groups: 1) control group, 2) the group that
only received QPL (QPL group), and 3) the
group that received CAR (consultation audio
recording) along with QPL (combined
group). The sampling was done at different
times for the three groups, i.e., the control
group (April to June 2014), the QPL group
(April to June 2015), and the combined
group (November to January 2015/2016). In
this study, only OPTION 12 was used to
measure SDM. The data were collected from
93 patients in this study (control group=31,
QPL group = 30, and combined group=32).
In addition, the mean score of OPTION 12
was 12.1 (SD=7.9) in the control group and
14.8 (SD=9.2) in the other two groups (QPL
and combined group). The statistical tests
did not report a significant difference
(P=0.16). In this study, in addition to
measuring SDM, the researchers also
measured the number of questions that were
asked by the patients. It is interesting to note
that the average number of questions that
were asked by the patients was 23 in the
QPL and combined groups and 17 in the
control group. The statistical tests did not
report any significant differences between
the two groups (P<0.070).
In both studies, QPL was used along
with another intervention, and the reported
findings were the results of a combination of
the effects of several interventions. It should
be noted that QPL was provided prior to
visiting the doctor. Besides, OPTION 12
was used as a measurement tool in both of
these two papers. The main differences
187
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between these two articles were the type of
intervention and the tools which were used
to measure SDM. Both papers reported that
PCA and QPL had no significant effect on
improving SDM which was measured by
OPTION 12.
Discussion
The findings of this systematic review
showed that little available evidence could
not predict the impact of using QPL on the
promotion of SDM. In recent years,
researchers have paid more attention to
improving patients’ participation in
decision-making. They have applied a
variety of interventions such as QPL to
improve SDM. Researchers have already
examined the effect of QPL on different
variables such as total question asking (19),
question-asking by content (20), the
information is given (21), knowledge recall,
anxiety, patient satisfaction, and consultation
length (22); however, the results of this
systematic review showed that they had paid
only a little attention to the impact of QPL
on SDM.
The study hypothesis was developed
based on the fact that some studies have
confirmed that QPL can increase patients’
asking questions (20); therefore, the authors
concluded that if QPL can increase question
asking during consultations, it may also be
able to promote SDM. However, the
combination of the results of the two studies
which were conducted in this field could not
confirm this hypothesis. Henselmans et al.
reported that physician training alone and in
combination with PCA had an impact on
SDM, which was measured by OPTION 12.
Contrary to their study hypothesis, the
results indicated that PCA had no effect on
SDM by itself, and also, it could not increase
the effect size along with the oncologist
training. Similarly, the intervention which
was used in Amundsen et al.’s study could
not improve the mean scores of OPTION
12.
Both studies were conducted in Western
countries, while the pattern of participation
is not the same in different cultures (23).
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Willingness to participate is one of the most
important determining factors in SDM that
can vary from one culture to another.
Aminaie et al. conducted a study in Iran and
reported that 90% of women in the early
stages of breast cancer prefer to leave the
responsibility for treatment decisions to the
doctors (2). In other Middle Eastern
countries such as Jordan, it has been
reported that 50% of the patients prefer a
passive role in their treatment process (24).
However, studies that were conducted
outside the Middle East region have shown
that breast cancer patients prefer to be
actively involved in treatment decisions
(25). One study was conducted on 84 lung
cancer patients in stages Ī and ĪĪ in the
Netherlands. The findings indicated that
85% of the patients preferred participatory
decision-making, and only 12% of them
would leave all the decisions to the doctor
(26). The nature and severity of the disease
are the two factors influencing the patients’
preference for participation. Cancer can be
considered as a life-threatening factor;
therefore, patients may trust their doctors as
a person who has the most required
information (2). This can justify the results
of this systematic review. On the other hand,
it is necessary to conduct more preliminary
studies within different cultures as well.
Lack of information or patients’
misinformation (27) and lack of adequate
education to the patients are other obstacles
of SDM. Accordingly, Watanabe reported
that Japanese patients believed that they had
to make decisions even without sufficient
information (28). In some countries such as
Japan and Saudi Arabia, it is considered
undesirable to announce a "cancer"
diagnosis to the patients(29,30). The
majority of the physicians (75%), 249
physicians, who participated in Mobeireek et
al.’s study study in Saudi Arabia would
prefer to report the diagnosis of serious
illnesses such as cancer to the patients’
family members rather than the patients
themselves(31). In another qualitative study
on eight cancer patients in Iran, Beyraghi et
al. reported that although all patients
believed that they have the right to be
Nursing Practice Today. 2021;8(3):179-193
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informed of the truth about their health
status, they tended to leave the entire
decisions regarding their treatment to the
doctor because they claimed that they have
complete faith and trust in their doctor. Most
of the doctors in this study believed that it is
wrong to directly tell the patients about the
diagnosis of "cancer" (32).
Several studies reported the following
barriers to SDM: time constraints (33),
patients’ anxiety and lack of self-efficacy
(34), lack of a consistent doctor or nurse
who provides care (35), unfavorable
environmental conditions in healthcare
centers such as noisy environment (36), lack
of privacy (37), specialization and having
several doctors (38), cognitive impairments
such as dementia (39), low level of literacy
(35), the nature of the disease (such as
infectious diseases, alcoholism, and life
threatening diseases) (40–42), physical
impairments such as hearing and visual
impairments (35,36), characteristics of the
decisions (for example, decisions about
sexual issues that are considered as a stigma
in some cultures (43) or decisions about endof-life (44)), lack of appropriate
opportunities and time to adapt to and accept
the diagnosis (45), power imbalance in the
relationship between the patient and the
healthcare provider (46), and patients’ belief
that SDM shows them as "difficult" which
leads to reduce quality of care and less
attention from the healthcare providers (47).
Some patients believe that asking questions
is a sign of distrust or disrespect for
healthcare providers; on the contrary, some
other patients consider asking questions as a
facilitator for SDM (40,47).
Moreover, the following characteristics
of healthcare personnel can also be
considered as the barriers of SDM: their
authoritarian perspective (46), lack of
attention to and respect for the patients’
concerns (48), negative verbal or nonverbal behavior (49), and using of medical
words (37) in such a way that patients have
expressed the doctor speaks another
language (46) or beyond their comprehension
(50).
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It is perceived that time constraints in
counseling sessions may lead to decline
information received and question asking
(47,49). Although the asking question does not
mean SDM, it is considered as one of the
essential and inseparable parts of SDM (39). It
has been reported that patients forget their
questions during the consultation and
remember them right after consultations. It is
also concluded that patients may not know
how to express their questions. Patients have
stated that preparing questions or prompting
questions during the consultation, making
notes, and searching the Internet before the
consultation can lead to greater participation
(33).
Health care providers tend to involve the
patients in
caregiving and treatment
processes, but this process implementation is
time-consuming (27). Therefore, when the
length of meeting with healthcare providers is
crunch time, and there is a wide range of
information to share with the patients, QPL
can make this time more efficient by guiding
patients in choosing the right questions
regarding decision making. On the other hand,
in some situations, such as making decisions
about cancer treatment where there is no
BEST option, decisions are considered high
quality based on the latest scientific evidence
and patients’ values about the consequences
(4). In order to identify patients’ values and
preferences, they must be involved in the
decision-making process. There are a number
of effective approaches, including QPL, which
can help to involve patients in making
decisions. As a matter of fact, QPL could
potentially facilitate SDM by identifying the
questions that clients must know to make a
decision; at the same time, it helps healthcare
providers to understand patients’ values and
preferences about the treatments and the
related appropriate information for their
condition.
Limitation
Although this study sought to identify
studies related to the use of systematic text
search and gray text search without time
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constraints, some studies might have been
missed.
Conclusion
According to the accepted ethical
principles, the patient is considered as an
autonomous agent, and it is believed that the
patient must decide for his/her own
future(30). The findings of this systematic
review could not confirm the impact of
using QPL on SDM. Nevertheless, given the
small number of studies that were found in
this field, more preliminary studies are
needed to answer the question expressed by
this systematic review study. It is also
suggested that subsequent preliminary
studies investigate the patients’ preferences
in decision making and their understanding
of SDM be measured using some scales
such as SDM-Q-9 as the primary outcomes.
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